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Abstract
Many clinicians, including those who work in government, experience potential clashes between their professional responsibilities and personal interests that can create conflicts of interest (COIs). Some clinicians might assert that their personal stakes do not influence their professional actions, but data suggest otherwise. This commentary on a case suggests that COIs must be acknowledged with sincerity and managed such that they are eliminated or, at least, credibly mitigated. Moreover, policies and procedures that guide responses to clinicians’ COIs must be in place before clinicians assume roles in government. Without external accountability and respect for the limits of self-regulation, clinicians’ capacity to reliably promote the public interest without bias could be compromised.

Case
Suppose Dr M is a renowned endocrinologist with a long, distinguished record of national clinical and research service and the chair of the National Clinical Care Commission (NCCC), a committee charged with helping review improvements to US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) diabetes-related care programs. Dr M also consults and serves on speaker panels for companies developing diabetes interventions. Frequently for international conference presentations, Dr M receives honoraria and travel expenses (ie, transportation, meals, accommodations, document-processing fees) from diabetes therapeutics industry sponsors. Most recently, for example, Dr M spoke about the efficacy and safety profile of a drug that only recently received approval from the US Food and Drug Administration. Company A researched and developed this drug using federal funds. Medicare and Medicaid also cover several million US patients’ prescriptions for this drug, so conferences like this one are also often attended by clinician members of watchdog organizations and advocacy groups, such as Public Citizen.
Public Citizen recently issued a press release describing Dr M’s blatant conflicts of interest (COIs) and misappropriation of federal funds for personal gain due to Dr M’s acceptance of honoraria and travel expense reimbursement from Company A. Public Citizen urged HHS to take action.

Dr M subsequently receives a letter from HHS outlining its concern with Dr M’s acceptance of payment from Company A. HHS stated its intent to investigate and take action.

Dr M offers to return all monies received from Company A and issues a rebuttal to the complaint and a press release, saying: “First, I spoke only as a physician and scientist; I did not speak as a representative of the US NCCC. Second, my remarks did not constitute an endorsement of Company A’s drug. Third, I disclosed my relationship with Company A at the conference. Finally, the remuneration I received from Company A is insufficient to constitute a conflict of interest so substantial as to warrant such a complaint.”

HHS considers how these explanations should inform a decision on whether to take action against Dr M.

Commentary
Many clinicians, including those who work in government, face COIs—potential sources of bias arising from the conflict between their professional responsibilities and personal self-interest.1,2 In this fictional case, the doctor has a clear COI: Dr M received (and frequently receives) honoraria from companies whose products Dr M opines on. Dr M also serves as the chair of the NCCC, a committee that advises the government on patient care. It would be almost impossible for the audience to view Dr M’s public remarks as purely Dr M’s opinion as a physician separately from their role as chair of the NCCC.

Those who accept COIs often believe, and sometimes explicitly assert, that their personal stakes do not influence their professional actions.3 Although the presence of a COI does not necessarily imply that advice is biased,4 research has repeatedly demonstrated that COIs often operate without our awareness and against our best intentions, compromising our judgment. The presence of such conflicts in medicine, regardless of whether judgments are influenced or not, also jeopardizes public trust.5 In this case, the reputation of the NCCC is at stake. What can the US government do to regulate clinician-industry relationships for clinicians who advise the government on health care programs? Before answering this question, I will first discuss the influence of COIs on physician decision making and the limits of COI disclosure policies.

Insufficiency of Disclosure
Clinicians who think they are not biased by their COIs have an inaccurate mental model of how such conflicts work. Although some clinicians who have COIs might make a deliberate choice to act unethically and place their financial interests over their professional responsibilities, most clinicians with COIs do not behave in such an explicitly corrupt way.2 Rather, they assume they can self-regulate and ward off any unwanted influence.2 Consequently, they believe they can speak about, recommend, or advocate for particular treatments without bias.
In reality, COIs exert influence unintentionally, as evidenced by social science research. Clinicians, like all decision makers, are influenced by COIs even when they try to be objective and impartial.\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) For example, physicians typically report that their patients’ health and well-being come first and that they can remain independent, despite receiving incentives from industry.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^9\) However, studies have shown that physicians who receive payments from industry prescribe their sponsors’ drugs and request that specific drugs be added to a hospital formulary more often than physicians who are not paid by industry.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)

Dr M’s public appeal included the fact that Dr M disclosed a financial interest in Company A at the conference. While such transparency is important from an ethical viewpoint, the clinician-industry relationship is problematic regardless of whether Dr M disclosed it or not. Simply put, disclosure does not solve the concern of the biasing influence of COIs, and, as mentioned, it can compromise public trust in medicine.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^12\) To be clear, disclosure is not intended to “manage” COIs but to identify such conflicts so that institutions can determine what steps—such as the elimination of the COI—are needed to reduce the risk of compromised judgments or a loss in public trust.\(^5\) The Physician Payments Sunshine Act\(^13\) requires any transfers of values of $11.64 or more made to physicians, teaching hospitals, and advanced practice clinicians—with the total not exceeding $116.35—to be disclosed on a public website.\(^14\) A serious limitation of the act, however, is that the obligation to disclose only falls on the donor and not on the recipient (although the affected clinicians and teaching hospitals now have the opportunity to review reported disclosures and correct any errors). As will be discussed in what follows, disclosing COIs can in itself lead to unintended consequences for both the recipients of disclosure and the professionals, including clinicians, who are disclosing the conflict.\(^15\)\(^,\)\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^17\) Thus, governmental medical institutions and commissions, such as the NCCC, need to carefully determine how to eliminate the presence of such conflicts among their members.

Consequences of COI Disclosure

Recipients’ reaction. Disclosure of COIs often poses difficulties for recipients. Unsure of how to react to disclosure, they frequently ignore it,\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\) or they either trust the physician more (associating such relationships with expertise)\(^21\)\(^,\)\(^22\)\(^,\)\(^23\) or trust the physician less (becoming skeptical of the physician’s integrity or benevolence), even when the physician’s advice is of demonstrably high quality.\(^24\) Despite sometimes trusting the physician’s advice less, recipients may also feel increased pressure to comply with it to avoid signaling distrust and insinuating that the physician could be biased by their conflict.\(^25\) This psychological process—known as insinuation anxiety—can lead to greater compliance with advice with disclosure than without disclosure.\(^25\)

Clinician bias. COI disclosure can also affect the behavior of clinicians themselves. Disclosing the conflict can increase or decrease the extent to which advice is biased, depending on the context,\(^26\) experience of the advisor,\(^27\) and whether sanctions are available for penalizing biased advice.\(^28\) In previous research, I found that salient COI disclosures can decrease bias in advice of professionals, such as physicians, by reminding them to place their patients first.\(^26\) However, as I noted, “eliminating or reducing COIs ... [is] likely to have a much larger effect on improving advice quality than policies such as disclosure.... Policy makers must be cautious to avoid any indirect harm that disclosure could cause if it displaces more effective measures against conflicts of interest.”\(^26\)
The Professionalism Paradox

Many professionals, including physicians, take offense at the notion that they might be influenced by financial incentives.3 Their reaction reveals, yet again, the robust belief that bias resulting from COIs is within our conscious control. For example, when testifying before the US Securities and Exchange Commission in 2000, high-ranking executives of top accounting firms, including Arthur Andersen, cited “professionalism” as a reason they and their employees could remain unbiased and objective in the presence of COIs.29 Just a year later, Andersen was implicated in the Enron scandal and subsequently surrendered its accounting licenses.

Although a strong sense of professionalism and integrity can help protect against intentional corruption, it does not mitigate unintentional and implicit bias arising from COIs. In fact, belief in one’s ability to remain impartial and professional could even make matters worse.3 Similarly, assertions of one’s unbiased reasoning can increase bias, as “saying is believing.”30 Moreover, studies have shown that advocating for a past decision can strengthen one’s belief that it was the right decision, even if it was not.30,31

High confidence in one’s ability to consciously control any biasing influence represents a shallow understanding of the concept of professionalism.3 Those with such a strong but shallow sense of professionalism may more readily accept COIs and believe they need to work less hard than others to correct for the potential influence of a COI, ironically leading to greater acceptance of COIs and more bias.3 Instead, physicians need to cultivate a deep understanding of the concept of professionalism. More than simply confidence in one’s ability to self-regulate unwanted influence and complying with the letter of law and hospital policies, deep professionalism entails the understanding that because we all have limits to our self-regulatory capacities, it is best to avoid COIs altogether.3 Physicians with deep professionalism will also embrace continued ethical training to embed this understanding. As I have written elsewhere:

[If a hospital policy bans pharmaceutical representatives from interacting with physicians in their hospitals and curtails their free lunches, physicians who understand the deeper concept of professionalism will also reject walking across the street from the hospital to indulge in the free lunches the pharmaceutical company now sets up in hotel conference rooms. Even if a policy does not regulate physicians’ behavior outside of the hospital, those with deep professionalism will understand and internalize the principles and values of self-regulation as well as nurture the values repeatedly with an active practice.]3

Gifts

Clinicians, such as Dr M, often make the mistake of focusing on the size of the COI, assuming that small gifts are insufficient to affect their decisions. This notion is reinforced by policies that set arbitrary amounts under which gifts or honoraria are acceptable. For example, the American Medical Association (AMA) and at least 5 states and the District of Columbia have set guidelines for what they deem acceptable payment amounts for physicians.32 A 2013 revision to the AMA Code of Medical Ethics stated that gifts “in the general range of $100 are permissible,” but the empirical basis for this guideline is lacking.33 By comparison, the Kaiser Permanente defines “significant financial interest” for clinical researchers as remuneration exceeding $5000 in 12 months.34

Accepting a gift incurs a debt and evokes the norm of reciprocity—the obligation to help those who have helped you. In many cultures, accepting a gift without reciprocation is socially unacceptable.9 Anthropologist Marcel Mauss has documented formalized gift-giving rituals of leaders negotiating conflict settlements.35 Michael Oldani, an
anthropologist and former pharmaceutical representative, noted that “the importance of developing loyalty through gifting cannot be overstated” and that “the essence of pharmaceutical gifting” is “bribes that aren’t considered bribes.”

While the magnitude of a COI may affect how people view the conflict (for example, people may view a clinician’s acceptance of a personal gift of large value as less acceptable than smaller gifts), even very small gifts (eg, lunch, stationary) are known to affect physician decision making. In fact, small gifts may be even more pernicious than large ones, as they may go almost unnoticed by recipients. As I have previously noted: “Large gifts are likely to create a conscious sense of indebtedness to the gift-giver and may activate attempts to avoid them or to reflect on their possible influence and correct for it. In the case of small gifts, however, people often hold the belief that they are too small to matter, allowing them to bypass scrutiny.”

Public Accountability

Many policies and regulations that have been proposed to mitigate the negative effects of COIs have had limited success. Attempts to reduce bias through education can increase people’s understanding of COIs. Such training, however, might only convince people that others are susceptible to self-serving biases but that they themselves are immune. This belief again highlights our resistance to accepting that biases can operate subconsciously.

Returning to the case, should Dr M be “punished” for the COIs with a fine or penalty or even banned from speaking? Sanctions or penalties for bias are problematic, as they can encourage people to view decisions in terms of a cost-benefit analysis rather than as an ethical issue. Also, it is often impossible to determine which advice is best and least biased, given the presence of multiple treatment options; thus, accusations of bias and influence will be hard to prove and the resulting sanctions or fines difficult to implement.

The major issue, in this case, is Dr M’s financial relationships with industry and their influence on Dr M’s role in the NCCC. Such relationships undermine both Dr M’s professional reputation and that of the NCCC, just as they would undermine the reputation of any professional organization accepting a corporate donation. They also compromise Dr M’s capacity to independently and objectively issue recommendations to the government on patient care. As such, Dr M should step down from serving on the commission.

As mentioned, simply disclosing these relationships is insufficient. The only effective way to manage COIs is through sincere attempts to eliminate them. What’s promising is that the disclosure of the absence of COIs could justifiably increase public trust. The US government needs to put in place clear procedures and policies regarding the elimination or mitigation of any COIs before physicians assume public roles, such as serving on or advising government or patient advocacy groups. For example, if the NCCC had a clear policy of “no financial relationships with industry” available from the start, there would have been no confusion for either party regarding whether Dr M could serve on the commission. Clinicians with public roles must be held to higher standards than other physicians and receive continuing education on the concept of deep professionalism. It is commendable that Dr M returned all monies received from Company A, but such conflicts also need to be avoided in the first place. Even if
physicians believe they will not succumb to any biasing influence from COIs (at least, not intentionally), they nevertheless need to be held accountable for them.
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